Lord of the Dawn

Text: N. Fielding Burns, 2019
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1. Lord of the dawn brought forth from each night, the whole of the world is sustained by Your might. The birds of the air, the beasts of the plain, each day eat Your grasses and drink of Your rain.

2. You knit in place each child in the womb, You bring out the splendor of lilies in bloom, the smallest of seeds becomes a great tree; all grow by Your favor, and Lord, so may we!

3. Come eat and drink the fruit of His love, the gift of His first-born and truth enter in! Renew now my mind, and cast out my fear, what transforming power of heavenly grace!

4. Lord, rend my heart and cleanse it of sin; may mercy and goodness will soon pass away. New heaven, new earth! An angel-filled throng will add to our chorus a new written song:

5. The trumpet shall sound His glorious day when earth as we know it of lilies in bloom, the smallest of seeds becomes a great tree; may the transformed powder of heavenly grace!

Refrain

Our God is making all things new!